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Introduction
EziCleenTM is a trade mark protected Australian owned family business.

We are leaders in surface restoration and protection with our specialty being glass.

For over fourteen years the EziCleenTM brand, has been operating very successfully 
throughout Australia, restoring and protecting thousands of shower screens, windows, 

glass pool fences, balustrade glass, natural and man-made stone surfaces.

In this time EziCleenTM has perfected the surface treatment application process with 
exclusive EziCleenTM products, and we have identified only the best international 

performers. Our dedication to continual research and development has allowed us to 
secure exclusive license agreements with a small group of blue chip manufactures 

around the world to service the surface coating market place within Australia.

Ezicleen protective coating products can be applied to surfaces such as glass, ceramics, 
tiles, grout, metals, natural stone and engineered stone, giving our licensees a diverse 

income stream.

We have minimal competition as our products can only be purchased and applied by 
trained Ezicleen licensed applicators.



The Opportunity 
Our vision is to continue to expand operations nation-wide. EziCleenTM has designed a lucrative 
business opportunity for highly motivated people to join our already established company as 
EziCleenTM licensees. This is an opportunity to become self-employed, while having the support and 
training from our national brand. Finance options are also available to approved applicants.

There are minimal overheads to run the business, giving you greater flexibility to develop your 
business at your own pace.  

You will be your own boss, work your own hours and reap the full  
benefits of what you earn!

 
It’s accessible with minimal overheads. We offer personal hands on training and support to help 
get you started.

EziCleenTM does not take a percentage of earnings from our licensee and only invoices for products 
purchased. Work autonomously and structure the business around your lifestyle. This is an 
opportunity to be your own boss, inherit a recognised brand, get free comprehensive training and 
support while avoiding the risk of investing massive capital.



How it works
As an EziCleenTM licensee you will trade using your own ABN/ACN and choose a territory  
(if available) which you will own the exclusive rights for the length of your agreement. No other 
Licensee may market in your territory. However, as our business is highly driven by customer 
referrals you are given the opportunity to service your referral customers outside your territory.

You will enjoy the freedom of organising your own scheduling, working hours and holiday time 
- putting you in control of your lifestyle. Whilst all Licensees should dedicate themselves to the 
success of their business, you can also rely on EziCleen Head OfficeTM for continual support.

Like any business, your success will only reflect the effort that is applied. EziCleenTM will provide 
you with all the in-house training to become a successful accredited applicator.

Why home owners and businesses use EziCleenTM applicators
As an EziCleenTM Licensee you’ll offer the Glass Restoration and 
Surface Protection solutions for all domestic and commercial 
owners of water stained, mineral damaged or lime scale etched 
glass. Our technology allows you to remove a few microns from the 
glass surface, at the same time removing any mineral deposits that 
have impregnated into the glass. The finished surface will show no 
signs of distortion and will look as good as a new panel of glass.

On completion of the restoration process the glass is treated with 
our patented coating product, this will prevent any further

mineral damage occurring. The glass will be up to 90% easier and 
quicker to clean, in most cases we can offer a life-time warranty.

A single application of our treatment also protects other surfaces like glazed ceramic, porcelain 
tiles. All granite and basalt surfaces, vanity basins, toilets, kitchen splash backs, external 
windows, glass pool surrounds, balustrade glass, and stainless steel.

EziCleenTM is the only company in the industry to offer a Life Time Guarantee.  
Now that’s a company you can TRUST!

 
For further product information visit www.ezicleen.com.au
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Services and pricing
The table below demonstrates the income you can earn just from glass protection.

• On average it is very achievable to treat between 5m2 and 6m2 of new glass per hour.

The retail income return to treat a new shower screen (approx. 4m2 of glass) is $295

Gross profit is exceptional and can be discussed once we have qualified 
your application.

$

* Does not include income for glass restoration and other EziCleenTM services. #Based on treating new glass only. 
^  These figures are based on historical performance and are intended as a guide only. Please note that historical performance is no 

guarantee of future performance, and accordingly we disclaim these contents as being a representation or warranty in respect of any 
dealings with any parties whatsoever.

Example of potential earnings^#

Average Weekly Earning Based on 5 jobs p/week $1,325

1st Year Average Earnings (min)
Based on 5 jobs p/week for 48 weeks  
(7-10 hours per week)

$63,600

2nd Year Average Earnings (min)
Based on 8 jobs p/week for 48 weeks  
(10-15 hours per week)

$101,760

3rd Year Average Earnings (min)
Based on 12 jobs p/week for 48 weeks  
(20-40 hours per week)

$152,650

 
•  You are not restricted in just offering glass treatments, your ability to up-sell other Ezicleen 

services will increase your job value.

•  You can charge what you feel is appropriate based on your customer’s needs. 

•  Glass Pool Fences and Glass Balustrade can charge out on average at $36m2. 

•  On average, it is very achievable to treat between 5m2 and 6m2 of outdoor glass per hour. 

 
Example:  10-metre-long pool fence (treating both sides of the glass) = 24m2 @ $36m2  
Total:   $864.00 for about four hours on site work.



Products 
EziCleenTM Licensees also have access to the following exclusive Nano Protective Coating Products:

• Glass and Ceramics • Metals and Plastics

• Tiles and Grout  • Natural Stone and Engineered Stone (optional)

 
You are not restricted in just offering glass treatments, your ability to up sell other EziCleen 
services at the time of your visit will substandially increase your job value. You can charge what 
you feel is appropriate based on your customer’s needs. YOU SET THE RULES!

Our Services can be viewed at www.ezicleen.com.au/surface-protection

 

What you get
EziCleenTM will provide you everything you need to get you on your feet and start earning from 
day one. As part of your EziCleenTM licensee fee you will receive:

• License certificate and the option to use the EziCleenTM trusted name.

• Your own exclusive territory

•  Start-Up product pack - (this will generate approx. $20k worth of income for glass treatment only)

• Start-Up tools and equipment pack - (for glass restoration and glass protective coating only)

• NO Commissions paid to Head Office ever!

• NO lock-in contracts you can end your agreement prior to renewal with no exit fees

• Operate your business freely and charge your own rate within your territory

• Secure access to our online and website facilities

• Set up of warranty compliance and tracking system

• Your personal home page, email account and log-in access to Ezicleen On-Line Forum

• Postcode recognition for lead allocation

• Access to on-line licensee forum where you can download flyers, presentations and brochures

• SEO website and Social Media Lead Generation (weekly management)

• Branding materials - business cards, flyers and apparel

• Customised 2-3 days in-house training to suit your learning pace with full ongoing support

• Wholesale rates on product purchases

• Prospecting and marketing advice.

#  License fee does not include stock or equipment for other services that EziCleenTM offers, these need to be purchased separately at 
additional costs.



Getting started and investment amount 
You will need to complete the registration form attached to this information pack and email it back 
to danni@ezicleen.com.au We will then arrange a no obligation phone consultation with the Master 
Licensor to discuss your suitability as well answer any further questions you may have.

Upon your acceptance and approval, you’ll then be given the option to review our License 
Agreement on the basis a $100+GST deposit is paid. If you decide to proceed we will deduct the

deposit from your License amount. For whatever reason you decide not to take advantage of this 
opportunity we will happily refund your deposit, as long as you notify us within 10 business days 
of receiving the Licensing Agreement. 
 
 
The Investment amount is variable based on the territory being chosen: 

•  $39,500 ex GST, is the average license fee for a huge territory of approx. 100,000 households. 
License fees vary for smaller territories (if available).

 

No long-term lock-in contracts 
Your EziCleen License is perpetual, based on an annual license renewal fee. The renewal fee will 
depend on the size of your exclusive territory – which on average is between $5,000 and $7,000 
(ex GST)~

Territories available 
• Total Territories  66

• Sold Territories  36 

• Remaining Territories 30 
 

State License Availability Licenses Sold Licenses Available

Victoria x18 14 4

New South Wales x19 7 12

Queensland x15 8 7

Western Australia x6 2 4

South Australia x6 4 2

Tasmania x1 1 0

ACT x1 0 1

Per territory consists of approximately 100,000 - private dwellings + commercial opportunities. 

~  Renewal allows you to continue to have access to our network support tools, leads, products and operate under our trade mark brand.



Some of our Licensee clients
 
In late 2013 I decided to leave my corporate position in a large 
Retail organisation after 20 years of service and with over 30 
years in the industry.

After a short break and deciding that I wanted to work for 
myself I was introduced to the EziCleen opportunity through a 
friend and previous business associate.

After discussions with him and Peter Davies the EziCleen 
Licensor I completed my due diligence on the company and the 
business opportunity and within a short period of time purchased 
an EziCleen license in Jan 2014.

Over the past year and a half, I have found the business model 
quite easy to follow and then adjust to suite my own business

strengths, and as the business is a License rather than a Franchise it enables you to build it at 
your own pace with the opportunity to look at all different types of avenues and strategies to grow 
your own business in your own area that you own the License in.

The initial training given to me was very thorough with learning how to complete all the basic 
functions on how to seal glass and various other surfaces within a short period of time thus 
giving me the opportunity to be up and running and start generating my own sales and income 
very quickly. Ongoing training has been given as required with one on one training onsite proving 
to be the best form of learning and with free advice only a phone call away from both the Team at 
EziCleen plus some of our supplier representatives.

I have also found the sales team at our H/O very helpful and professional when ordering product 
or requiring marketing assistance and advice plus the organising and communication of Company 
driven marketing activities and events.

I started this business for a lifestyle change as it gives me the opportunity to work when I want 
to and with the freedom of having not to report to anyone, you are truly your own boss and in 
charge of your own destiny.

As like all owner run business the more you put in the more you get out and the EziCleen 
business is no different.

I have thoroughly enjoyed the first 12 months of my EziCleen business and I’m looking forward to 
continually building a successful business in the future. 
 
 
 

Phil Delosa 
EziCleen Licensee - Victoria.



Some of our Licensee clients
 
Dear Peter and Danni,

It is with absolute sincerity and heartfelt gratitude I write to you 
today. It is well overdue for all that has unfolded since becoming 
and prior to becoming an EziCleen Licensed Applicator.

As you are aware, I was very comfortable in exploring the 
potential of becoming a licensed applicator of Diamon Fusion 
having had the product applied to my last two houses in NZ. For 
me I was already passionate about this amazingly innovative 
product, knowing it worked. I was unaware it existed in Australia 
and so I made enquiries to Diamon Fusion NZ. The response was 
very quick and this instantly gave me a good feeling.

Peter, I think it was the very next day we started talking.

Right from that moment of conversation it became apparent you were what you said you were 
and you did what you said you would do. Both your and Danni’s sincerity and caring nature shone 
through. You did not pressure us on our decision making and allowed us to come to our own 
conclusion. It took a number of weeks for us to sign up but both Kate and I were very comfortable 
we had made a good decision that would carry us through to retirement.

You both talk about the “EziCleen Family” and that’s what Kate and I feel we are now part of. 
Your generosity and hospitality while carrying out my induction training in Melbourne was really 
lovely and well worth the trip. Thank you, Danni, for the time we trained in the office. That was 
invaluable for me.

I would also like to take this opportunity to thank you both for your absolute support in organising 
and helping me with the SPASA Show held over a weekend in May this year. Your presence made 
this a success and the outcome I fear would not have been the same had you both not have been 
there. You flew up from Melbourne to Brisbane and sacrificed two days out of a working week with 
no benefit to you. Your kindness and generosity are unparalleled.

You are both passionate about what you do, and this is reflected in your approach to people. There 
have been numerous times I have asked for advice on aspects of my daily business and you

both have been extremely approachable and eager to help. Kate and I have found you incredibly 
supportive and a port of call. We see EziCleen becoming a household name for the surface 
protection industry and are proud to be part of it.

Thank you both once again. All the best! 
 
 
 

Brian Reeve 
EziCleen Licensee - Gold Coast - Queensland.



Some of our Licensee clients

My name is Warren Turner and I am an EziCleen Licensee in 
New South Wales.

After working in the IT and Telecommunications Industry for 
over 25 years and working consistently long hours, I decided that 
both my young family and I deserved a better lifestyle. So I made 
a move to get out of the industry and do something completely 
different.

I had worked for myself for 15-years so it was natural for me to 
continue down the self-employment track, however, I

spent 18 months looking into various businesses and franchise 
opportunities only to be frustrated by misleading information, 
dodgy sales people and extremely inflexible and overpriced Franchise agreements.

Then I stumbled upon EziCleen, I spoke to Peter and hit it off with him immediately, we both had 
the same attitude towards work life balance and honesty in business which was very refreshing 
for a change.

I have been part of the EziCleen family now for nearly 4 years and thoroughly enjoyed every 
minute of my time, so much so that I have recently taken on the role of Territory Manager in NSW 
and the ACT.

Peter and Danni are exceptional people that truly care deeply about every licensee and their 
ultimate success, they are always available to support the licensee offering advice and assistance 
with their wealth of knowledge and experience in the surface protection industry.

As with any business you get the returns if you put in the effort, but unlike a Franchise where 
you are locked into a rigid business model, with EziCleen you can build the business at your own 
pace and only work 3 days if that’s what works for you! Also, a major consideration for me in 
deciding on an EziCleen License was “does the product really do what they say it does”, and I am 
happy to say that it really works and basically sells itself!

You won’t regret joining the EziCleen family!

 
 

Warren Turner 
EziCleen Licensee - New South Wales.



Some of our Licensee clients

After 38 years as senior retail executive, I decided that it was 
time to make a change in my life. One which would provide me a 
much more balanced lifestyle between work and leisure.

After a lengthy period of research, I found the perfect solution... 
I decided to buy an EziCleen Licence.

This license has given me the opportunity to develop and build 
my own business, develop customer relationships and still have 
the time in my life to do the things which I have always wanted 
to do.

Not having the pressure of dealing with demanding bosses’ 
unrealistic goals and long unproductive hours has been a 
dramatic and much needed change for me.

EziCleen will provide you with fantastic opportunities no matter what circumstances you are in. 
What you put into it will determine what you get out of it!

EziCleen provides you with all the training you need to be able to develop and grow your business 
opportunities as well as the professional advice when you need it.

Peter Davies (Licensor) has a wealth of experience in this industry and is very supportive when 
it comes to providing training guidance and advice. The Sales Department team provides us with 
a simple and streamlined approach to ordering stock and assists with all our online requests and 
marketing support.

Overall, I couldn’t be happier with my decision to take up an EziCleen License. It has provided me 
with a much better life balance and still have the ability to use my business skills in running my 
own business.

Remember! “You will never know unless you have a go!” 
 
 
 

Joe Curcio 
EziCleen Licensee - Victoria.



And one more...

Our original business ‘Caulkright Waterproofing’ was established 
in 2002, and we were looking to expand our services when we 
were introduced to and shown the exceptional benefits of the 
EziCleen Surface Protection products.

As a mum with of young children, this opportunity allowed me to 
work my own hours and build a business that suited our family 
lifestyle.

Having purchased and started our EziCleen Applicator license 
in 2012, we have noticed that the general public, builders, 
landscapers, and glass companies are more aware of protective

coatings. We have also seen significant growth in the past  
6 years.

It is also reassuring to know that we have a product with a ‘patent’ which offers a ‘Lifetime 
Warranty’. This truly sets us apart from any other surface- protection company.

The product knowledge, application and training provided has always been outstanding.

We have regular meetings throughout the year, superior sales training is offered and the office 
support is extraordinary.

EziCleen really is a ‘One of a kind’ ideal business opportunity where you are always welcomed and 
feel like you’re part of their family. 
 
 
 

Jo Strickland and Matt Gleghorn 
EziCleen Licensees - Victoria.




